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Two edges of a graph are said to form a couple when their nodes can be labelled A, B, C, D so 
that A is adjacent to I3 but not to C, and D is adjacent to C but not to B. A graph IS called 
matroidal if the binary relation “equab to or forms a co@:: with” among its edges is an 
equivalence relation. 7’he structure of matroidai graphs is deWmined. The smallest number of 
inequalities ne-cessary to separate the incidence vectors of the node packings of a matroidal graph 
from the other incidence vectors is equal to the size of the largest equivalence class of the above 
retation. This number is not larger than one half of the number of nodes. All matroidal graphs are 
perfect. 
i. Introduction 
Ail grqhs considered here are finite, undirected and without loops or muitiple 
edges. If G is a graph, then the conopleemenr C? of G is a graph having the same 
nodes as G has and such that two nodes are adjacent in e if and only if they are 
non-adjacent in C. The number of nodes of a graph G is denoted by n and the 
nodes are labelled 1, . . ., n. If some edges, but no nodes, of G are removed, the 
remainder is a p&al graph of G. If some nodes of C and all the edges incident to 
them are removed, the remainder is an induced subgraph of G, and is induced by 
the remaining nodes. A. set of edges of G induces in G the Vubgraph induced by the! 
nodes incident to these edges. We represent any set S of nodes of G by its 
incidence vector, which is an n #vector x with x, = 1 if j E S and q = 0 otherwise. A 
rw& packing of G ic; a set of nodes that induce a graph without edges. A clique of 
G is a node packin% of G. 
JMinZttgn Ll. A graph G with nodes I,. . ., n is a threshold graph when ‘ihere 
exist real numbers ai,. . -, a,,, 6 slech that for any O-l n-vector x, x is the incidence 
v e&or af a node packing of G if and only if CT=, a+xi c b. 
,.The, thresh&l graphs were characterized by Chv&tal and Hammer [4]. To state 
Wir m&It we need a d&&ion. 
IB&WMR 1.2, A 4-graph is a graph with four nodes rhat can be iabelled A, B, C, 
R so that A is adjacent o B but not to C, and D is adjacent o C but not to B. 
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Fig. 1.1 displays a 4-graph, where here and in 
means that the two nodes that it joins are not 
the rest of this paper a dotted fine 
adjacent. 
, ’ 
A _-__ 
1 % 
c 
B -a-c_ D 
Fig. 1.1. 
Clearly a J-graph is either a path with 3 edges, or a square without chords, or two 
disjoint edges. These t;raphs are denoted P3, C, and 2&, respectively, and 
displayed in Fig. 1.2. . 
Fig. 1.2. 
Theorem 1.3 (Chvtital-Hammer 141). A graph G is a threshold gruph if and only if 
no four m&s induce a 4-graph in G. 
This result is of fundamental importance for tlris paper. Chvital and Hammer 
a!scr give a good algorithm that recognizes threshold graphs and constructs a set of 
numbers ai,. . .+ a,,, b. They also describe the structure of threshold graphs. We now 
gencralirr, Definition ?. 1 as follows. 
DeBsrit~n 1.4. Let G be a graph a:ld k a non-negative integer. G is k-threshold 
when there exist k threshold partial graphs of G, not necessarily edge-disjoint, 
whose union is G. The smallest k such that G is k -threshold is denoted by k(G). 
Thus “I-threshold” is the same as “threshold’*. If G is a 4-graph then k(G) = 2. 
The following theorem shows that k(G) is the smallest nunrber of linear ine- 
qualities necessary to separate the incidence vectors of the node packings of 0 
from the other incidence vectors. 
Theorem 1.5. (ChvStal-Hammer [4f.) Ler G be a graph with nodes 1,. . ., n and k 
u non-negafive integer. G is k-threshold if and on/y if there exist Q k X n ma@ix A 
and a k -vector b such that for any 0 - 1 n-wmr x the following ate equivalents 
li) x is the incidence vector of a ‘node packing of G ;. 
(ii) Ax c 6. 
oie that if G has n nodes then k(G) 6 n (consider the n stars of edges incident 
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to each node). On the other hand, Chvatal and Hammer have shown that for each 
E > 0 there exist an n and a graph G with n nodes such that k(G) > (1 - ~)n. They 
have also shown that k(G) + a(G) S n, where a(G) is the s ze of the largest node 
packing of G, and that equality holds if G has no triangles. This indicates that the 
problem of computmg k(G) for a general graph G is hard. In this paper we 
investigate a class of graphs, includi~lcg the threshold graphs, for which this probiem 
can be easily solved. 
Definition 1.6. Two distinct edges of a graph G are said to forpn a couple 
when they induce a 4-graph in G. R is a binary relation on the edge set of G 
that edge e is related by R to edge f when e = f or e and f form a couple in G. 
in G 
such 
it is not hard to check that two edges form a couple in G if and only if they are 
incident to four nodes, no three of which induce a triangle in G. 
By Theorem 1.3, G is a threshold graph if and only if no two of its edges form a 
couple in G. If two edges form a couple in G, they also form a couple in any partial 
graph H that contains them, but not conversely. Thus when we seek the fewest 
possible threshold partial subgraphs H of G whose union is G, no H can contain a 
couple of G, but this condition does not guarantee that these H are in fact 
th,reshold graphs. These considerations uggest hat we examine the independence 
system on the edge set of G, where a uet of edg es is independent when it contains no 
couple of G. As we shall: see, our problem can be effectively solved if this 
independence system is a matroid. Since a!! the circuits (minimal dependent sets) 
are pairs of edges, this condition amounts simply to the transitivity of the binary 
reilation R, which is then an equivalence relation. This gives us 
Deihith 1.7. A graph G is marroidul when the binary relation R on its edges is 
transitive. 
Below we determine the structure of matroidal graphs G and show k(G) 
threshold partial graphs of G whose union is G. ‘We also prove some other 
properties of matroidal graphs. 
FoIdes and Hammer (51 have considered graphs for which the independence 
system whose circuits are the node sets of $-graphs is a matroid. These graphs, 
calted matrogenic, turn out to be extremely similar to the matroidal graphs: the 
pentagon of Definition 2.1 is no longer a forbidden configuration and M of Sections 
4 and 5 can be a pentagon as well as a perfect matching or a complement of a 
perfect matching. 
This section characterizes matroidal graphs by forbidden configurations and 
show’that the complement of a maxroi,dal graph is m~truidal. 
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IkOnltkm 2.1. Five nodes of a graph G are in a forbidden configuration when 
either they induce in G a pentagon without chords or they can he labelled A, B, C, 
D, E so that A is adjacent o B and C, but not to D, and E is adjacent o D, but not 
Fig. 2.X. 
Fig. 2.1 displays the Iforbidden configurations. 
Tlw~!rn 2.2. A graph G is matroidcl if and only if no fiue nodes of G are in a 
frirbiddw configuration. 
Proof. The “only if” part is Immediate: in the case of the pentagon each edge e 
forms a couple with each of the two edges f and g having no nodes in common with 
e, but f and g do not form a couple, contradicting transitivity; similarli in the case 
of the other forbidden configuration (DE) forms a couple with each of (AB) and 
(AC): To prove the “if” part, assume that R is not transitive so that there exist 
edges a, b, c satisfying aRb, bRc but not aRc, It follows that a, b, c are all distinct 
edger having a total of five or six nodes, according as a and c have a common node 
QT not. 
Five nodes. Put a: = (AB), b = (CD), c 5~ (BE) with A not adjacent o C and 23 
not adjacent to D (Fig. 2.2). If E is not adjacent o C, then B, A, E, D, C are in a 
forbidden configuration. Otherwise, E is not adjacent o D and 8 is not adjacent 
to C (Fig. 2.3). If A is adjacent to E, then E, A, 8, 2.3, C are in 8 forbidden 
configurat~~:m w assume that this is not. the case. If A is not adjacent o D, then B. 
A, E, C, D a~ is; a forbidden configuration, and if it is, then A, B, E, C’, D induce a 
pentagon withrx?t chords. 
Fig, 2.2. Fig. 2.3. 
Six nodes. Put a = (AB), b = (CD), c = (EF) with A and E not adjac,ent to C, 
and B and P not adjacent to D (Fig. 2.4). Since aRc does not hold, some rode of a 
must be adjacent to some node of c. By symmetry we may assume that B is 
adjacent to E, and then B, A, E, D. C are in d forbidden configuration. 
C a-..__ 
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Bt 1 
I b 
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Fig. 2.4. 
Coroilary 2.3. The complement $ rl matroida! graph is matroidal. 
prod. If five nodes are in a forbidden configuratton in G, they are in a forbidden 
configuration in 6 
Corollary 2.3 reduces the work needed to describe the structure of matroidal 
graphs. 
3. Pj-ncdes . 
This section describes the structure of a matrotdal graph e\er!; node of which 
belongs to a couple of the form P.,* 
D&tWa 3.1. Let A,, Al, Bt, B,, be nodes inducing a graph in which B, is 
adjacent to & and A, is adjacent only to Ed, (i = 1,2) (see Fig. .X1). 
Fig. 3.1. 
Then A ,, AJ, B,, Bz are said to induce a PI in this order. Ibe nodes A ,, A, are the 
ert~~& MJ&~ at&the nodes I&, 8, are the MWUZ~ nodes in this Pz. :iimilarty the 
edges (A&) (i = 1,2; are the extmtaf edges aad the edge (S, Bt) i:s the internal edge 
in thir; P3. 
bm 3J. La A,, At, B,, B7 induce Q P, in this order in a matroidaI graph G 
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and iet X be a fiFh node of G. Jf X is adjacent to A ,, then X is adjacent to AZ, B, and 
R,. lf X is adjacent to B,, then X is adjacent to B2. 
P-f. I[f X is adjacent to A1 but not to A 2, then AI, B,, X, &, A, are in a 
forbidden configuration. If X is adjacent o A, and AZ, but not to B,, then either X 
is not adjaoent to B, and. *, F A,, B,, B2, A, induce a pentagon without chords, or X 
is adjacent to Bz and X, A?, Bt, B,, Al are in a forbidden configuration. Finally, if 
X is adjacent o B,, but not to As, A*, Bz, then B1, A,, X, AZ, .Sj, arc in a forbidden 
configuration. 
Lenzma 3.3. In a matroidul graph, if edges a and b form a couple of the form P3 and 
edges b Nand c form a couple, then the latter coup& is also of the form P3. 
Proof. We may obviousli assume that a, b and c are all distinct edges. Let A I, AZ, 
B,, B, induce a P3 in this order with a = (AIBI), b = (A&. Since c forms a couple 
with each of a and b, there are a fifth node X and a sixth node Y with c = (XY). If 
the couple $c is of the form 2& then by Lemma 3.2 X and Y ke non-adjacent o 
&. hence (XV) forms a couple with (B&), contradicting transitivity. If the couple 
bc is of the form C,, then by Lemma 3.2 X and Y are both ttdjaezent toAZ and B2, B 
contradiction. 
Corollary 3.4. Let R’ be the binary relation on the edges of a graph G such that e is 
related by R’ to f when e = f or e and f form a couple of the form P3 in G. If G is 
matroidul, then R’ is an equivalence rehtion. 
Lemma 3.5. A node or an edge in a matroidal graph cannot be internal in one P, 
and external in another P,. 
Proof. The claim for edges follows from the one for node*. Let At, AZ, Bj, 81 
induce a P, in this order, and suppose that Al is iaternal in a second P3. We 
distinguish three cases according to the number of common nodes of the two Ps’s. 
(Please refer to Fig. 3.2 below.] 
Three common nodes. There is a fifth node X inducing the second Pa together 
with At and two nodes out of B1,, &+ A*: (a) if the two are B,, Bt, then X is external 
and adjacent to A, (it X were adjacent o B2, A, would be external); (b) if the two 
are AZ, B,. tben I?, must be external, being non-adjacent o Al, and so X is 
adjacent o Al and Al; (c) if the two are AZ, B2, then A, cannot be internal, since it 
is non-adjacent CO twu nodes of the second &, contrary to asqt42zrnpfion* In (a) and 
(b) above X is adjacent to At but not to Blr contradicting Emma 3.2. 
Two common no&s. There are a fifth node X and a sixth node Y inducing the 
second PI together with Al and another node out of B,, &, AZ: (d) if this node b & 
and it is external, then the second P, is induced by B,, Y, A ,, X in this order; (e) if 
is node ia Bs and it i:: internal, then the second P3 is induced by X, Y, At, BI in 
this order; (f) if thbs node is &, then the second PI is induced by X, B:, A ,, Y in this 
order; (g) finally if this node is A,, then the second P, is induced by r)‘, A,, A ,, Y in 
this order. In (d)-(g) above X is adjacent to A, but not to 8, or B? or A ?, 
contradicting Lemma 3.2. 
One wmman rtode. (h) there are-a fifth node X, a sixth node Y and a seventh 
node Z inducing the slecand Pj together with Al in the order X, Z; A,, Y. From an 
application of Lemma 3.2 to the first P3, X is adjacent to Am, and then from its 
application to ihe second P3$ Ar is adjacent to A 1, a contradiction. 
(e) 
Y ET! ^ -_ 
f,” 
.2 -9 \ ,- ‘I j \, \f 
/\ ‘\ 
/ , / \ 
__ d 
X 
Al AZ 
(h) 
Fig. 3.2. 
By Lemma 3.5. if a node in a matroidal graph belongs to some P.,‘s, then it is 
either evtern;ti t- all of them or internal in all of them, and’we are justified in calling 
it em exkmal de or an internal node accordingly. The same goes for edges. 
Lemma 3.6. In a mrttruidal graph, UN the internal nodes constituk a clique and all 
the external nudes cunstituta a no& packing. 
Frarat, We .prove the ciaim for internal nodes, 1 he one for external nodes following 
foam Corollary 23. If (S&) anu j&B,) are two internal edges, then B, is adjacent 
to & by Lemma 3.2. Now suppose that (BIBz) and (B3B4) are two internal edges. If 
wrne of B,, &are adjacent to some of B.$, I3+ then by Lemma 3.2 B,, B:. B,.. B, 
are SC cliqqus. If not, let Al be an external node aclj:&cent toB,. By Lemma 3.2 8, and 
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& are not adjacent to Ai and so (&B,) forms a couple with each of @,A,) and 
(Z&B& contradicting transitivity. 
M&ion 3.7, Let p = 2,3,. . . and 1st A,, . . ., A,, B,, . . ., l?, be 2p distinct nodes. 
I’Itesc nodes induce a net rrfurderp (in this order) if all the B, are a clique and each 
,4, is adjacent to B, but to no other node of A,, . . ., A,,, &, . , ., BP_ These nodes 
induce a net-complement of orderp (in this order) if all the B, are a clique and each 
A, is adjacent to all B,, j# i and to no other node of A,, . . ., A,, &, . , ., BP. 
a net a net-complement 
Fig. 3.3. 
Fig. 3.3 displays a net and a net-compleme~lt of order 3. Clearly, if A ,, . . ., A,, 
B It.. ., BP induce a net in this order, then in the complementary graph B1,. . ., B,,, 
A *, . . ., A,, induce a net-complement in this order, and conversely. Also if A 1, AZ, 
B,, Bt induce a P, in this order, they also induce a net in this order and Al, A*, Bz, 
23, induce a net-complement in this order. 
We can now describe the equivalence classes of the binary relation R of 
Corollary 3.4. 
Lesnnra 3.8, In a marroidal graph G, consider an equivalence class of two or more 
edges under the binary relation R’ of Corol1a.y 3.4. Then these edges induce in 
G a net. 
Proof. Let (A,&), . . ., (A&,] be the distinct edges in the equivalence class, with 
A, external and B, internal nodes. Clearly if A, = A,, then & = B, and as the p 
edges are distinct, i = j. Similarly, if B, = & then i = j. Iby Lemma 3.5 Ai f Bi for 
at1 i and j. By Lemma 3.5 A I, ,. . ., A,, are a node packing :, ;1 BI, . . -, BP are a clique. 
Finally, for i# j, Ai is non-adjacent o Bi since A,, A,, di, Bi induce a P> in this 
order. 
Although the equivalence classes under R’ have no edges in common, there can 
be a node belonging to edges of distinct equivislence classes. The next Iemma is 
crucial in determining the situation In these cases. 
Lmma 3.9. In a matroidal graph G, suppose that E and E’ are. distbct equioa- 
note braises of two 01 more t?dges under R ’ and there is a twdk that belongs both ta an 
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edge af E and to an edge of E ‘. Then each of E and E’ has exactly two edges and 
these four edges induce in G a net-complement of order 3. 
Proof. Let us first assume that the common node is internal. Let edges (A ,R,) and 
(A&) fom a PJ and belong to E, with Ai external ;Ind Bi internal, and let edge 
(X&) belong to E’. Then X must be external, since it follows easily from Lemma 
3.2 that internal edges do not belong to couples. By Lemma 3.5, X# Bz. Since 
Ef E’, XP AI. Since A, is no,t adjacent to 8,. Xf AZ. Thus X is a fifth node, 
which is adjacent to Bz by Lemma 3.2, but not to A, or A2 by Lemma 3.6. By 
assumption (X&) forms a PJ with some edge (YZ), with Y external and 2 internal. 
By Lemma 3.5 ZP X, A ,, A2 and by definition af a couple Z# B,, &. Thus Z is a 
sixth node. By Lemma 3.6,Z is adjacent to B, and Bz. and by definitian of P.,, 2 is 
not adjacent to X (see Fig. 3.4). 
X 
Fig. 3.4. 
We claim that Y = Az. Clearly Yf 2, B,, B? by Lemma 3.5, Y# A,. since A i is 
adjacent to B, and Y is not, and Y# X. Thus if Yf AI, then Y is a seventil no&. 
In this case, unless Y is adjacent o B2, (YZ) forms a couple with each of (XB,) and 
(XB,), contradicting transitivity. But if Y is adjacent o f3*, then by Lemma 3.2 Y is 
adjacent lo B,, contradicting the assumption that (YZ) forms a couple with (XB,). 
Thir proves the claim Y = Az and thus Z is adjacent to Ar and by L,emma 3.2 also 
?o A I* We have shown that A ,, A?, X, Br, Bx, Z induce a net-complement of order 
3 (in this order). Moreover, since A, was an arbitrary external node other than A I 
bdanging to an edge of E, E has exactly two edges, namely (AIS,) and (Ad3,). By 
symmetry the same is true for E’, whose edges are exactly (XB,) and (AtZ). 
We now examine the other pcssihiiity, that the edges of E anIl E’ share an 
external node, but not an internal one. This will he shown to he impossible. Let 
edges (AIB1) and (A,&) fu:m a P, and belong to E, with A, external and B, 
internal, and let edge (XA!) belong to E’. Then X is internal and thus by 
assumption X?o AI, B,, B2. By Lemma 3 .2, X is adjacent to AL, B,, Bz. By 
assumption E’ contains another edge that forms a P3 with (XA 0. This edge cannot 
coat& 8, or E& by assumption artd it cannot be uf the form (A2Y), since Lemma 
3.2 would imply that Y is adjacent to A *, contradicting the definition of P,. Thus 
thisedge is of the form (YZ) with Y a sixth node and Z a seventh node, Y internal 
and Z external (see Fig. 3.5). 
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By applying Lemma 3.2, we see that B, is adjacent o 2, Z is adjacent o & and 
& is adjacent ito A ,, a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.9. 
In order to generalize Lemma 3.9 to more than two equivalence classes, let us 
consider a new abstract graph G * whose nodes are the equivalence classes of two 
or more edges of G under R ‘. By Lemma 3.8, the edges of G that betong to a single 
node of G* induce a net in G. Two nodes of G + shall be adjacent when the 
corresponding two nets in G have nodes in common. 
Lemma 3.10. For us WafroidaI graph G, let XT,. . ., Xz, (4 3 2) be LI sequence of 
nmia of G * such that rath ,Y f is adjacent ro .wrne of X 7, . . ., X f I (i = 2.. . . ,? ). 
Then tush X: cotirains ~xr;crly IWO edges of 13 and these 2q edges induct n 
net -complement in G. 
Proof. By induction on q. The case q = 2 is the content of Lemma 3.9. Assume 
that 4 > 2 and the claim holds for (1 - 1. The? each of X:, . . ., X:-, contains exactly 
two edges of G and these 2q - 2: edges induce a net-complement in G. Let this 
net-complement be induced in G by the nodes A ,, . ., AP, B,, . . ., Q, in this order. 
By assumption X: is adjacent to some X7, i = 1,. . .,q - 1. Hence by Lemma 3&9 
each of Xz and XT contains exactly two edges of G, which induce in G a net of 
order 2. Let these nets be induced by nodes Q, T’, R, S and A, A,, B,, B, 
respectively, in these orders. It also follows from Lemma 3.9 that the two nets share 
exactly one external node and one internal node and their six nodes induce in G a 
net-comptement of order 3. Hence by renaming Q, T, R, S if necessary we may 
take 0 = A,, S = B,. Fig. 3.6 illustrates this net-complement. Clearly T is distinct 
S = Br T 
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from B,, . . ,, BP and R is distinct from A,, . . ., A,. Suppose that T is one of 
A ,, . . ., A, say T = A,. Then R 2’ 5, because I?, is adjacent to T and R is not. If 
R # B, then the fact that 27 is adjacent to A, but not to A, contradicts Lemma 3.2 
as applied to t.he P, induced by A,, A,, B, B,. Therefore R = B, and the nodes of G 
in X7,. W ., Xz are just AI, *. -, A, B ,, . . ., B,.,, which induce a net-complement in G. 
as was to be proved. Now suppose that T is distinct from A,, . . _, A,. Then R is 
distinct from B,, . . .+ B, because by Lemma 3.2 R = B, would imply that R is 
adjacent to T. Then for each t = 1, . . ., p, tic s, we can applv Lemma 3.2 to the P, 
induced by A,, A,, B,, 8 in this order to conclude that T is adjacent o 5, but not to 
A, and R is adjacent o both A, and 5,. Thus AI,. . .* A,, T, B,, . . . . BP, R induce in 
G a ;ret-complement of order p + 1. in this order, as was to be proved. 
Corollary 3.11. The nodes of a matroidal graph G in a connected component of G * 
induce in G a net or a net-complement. These nets and net-complements are disjoint 
from each uther. 
Proof. If a connected component C* of G l contains exactly one node of G *, then 
the corresponding nodes of G induce in G a net by Lemma 3.8. If C* contains two 
or more nodes of G *, then these nodes can be arranged in a sequence satisfying the 
condition of Lemma 3.10, and so the corresponding odes of G induce a 
net-complement. Suppose that Cf and CZ are connected cc,mponents of G+ such 
that the corresponding nets or net-complements IV, and Nz of G have a common 
node X. Then X belongs to some P1 contained in N,, hence X belongs to an edge of 
G in a node X 7 of G * belonging to CT. Similarly X belongs to an edge of G in a 
node XT of G* belonging to Cr. By definition of G’, XT is adjacent o X?, hence 
c:= CZI, hence N; = N,. 
Thus we have shown that in a matroidal graph G, the nodes belonging to Pa’s 
partition into disjoint sets, which we now call <elk, such that the aodes in each cell 
induce in G a net or a net-complement, and such that each P3 in G is induced by 
some ncxles of some cell. i,et *JS number the cells 1,. . ., k and denote the set of 
external nodes of ~31 i by E’ and the set of its internal nodes by I’. Let US say that 
ccl! i dominates cell j (is j) when all the nodes of E’ are adjacent o all the nodes 
of Ij, and no node of E’ is adjacent to R node of I’. 
Lemma 3.12. ?%e domination relation between the cells of a matroidaf graph is a 
total linear order. 
Ek&. Of course the domination relation is irreffexive and antisymmetric. We 
show that it is transitive and total. 
To?&~. Consider any wo cel’ts, say cell 1 and ceil 2, and let (A,B,) be any 
external edge of ceU i, with A, external and 58 internal (i = 1,2). We claim that 
either A, is adjacent to B:, or Az is adjacent to Br, but not both. If neither holds, 
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then by Lemma 3.6, Al, AZ, B?, & induce a P3 in this order, contradicting the fact 
that the nodes of each P3 are contained in one cell. lf both hold, then by Lemma 3.2 
every node of E’ is adjacent o every node of 1’ and every node of E* is adjacent o 
every node of I’. Let nodes Al, A :, B,, B: induce a P, in this order in cell i (i = 1,2). 
Then the nodes A ,, At, B:, B ; induce a P, in this order, again contradicting the fact 
that each PI is contained in one cell. This proves the claim, say At is adjacent o Bz 
and A2 is not adjacent tie B,. By Fxmma 3.2 it follows at once that cell 1 dominates 
cell 2. 
Transitit@. In view of the totality it is enough to show that a situation wklere cell 
1 dominates cell 2, celt 2 dominates cell 3 and cell 3 dominates cell 1 is impossible. 
Let A1 E E’, Bz E 12, AaE E3 and Z&E I3 with A, adjacent to &. By Lemma 3.6 
Bz is adjacent to BJ and At is not adjacent to A,. By our assumptions AI, Af, &, 
B, induce a P3 in this order, contradicting the fact that each PJ is contained in 
one cell. 
Lemma 3.12 allows us to renumber the cells so that cell i dominates cell i if and 
only if i C j, This determines completely the graph induced by the edges of couples 
of the form PS in a matroidal graph. We summarize the results ol this section by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.13. In D matroidal graph G, the nodes belonging IO couples of the form 
P, pa&ion info di,(rjoint sets, called celk Each cell induces in G a set or 
ner-complement. All the internal nodes Lzre n clique of G and all the external no&s 
are a node packing of G. The cells can be in&xed so that the external nodes of cell i 
are adjacent lo ihe internal nodes of cell j <f and only if i < j. 
We call a matroidal graph all of whose nodes belong to couples of the form PS a 
cell graph. 
4. 2&n&s and C4-nodes 
In this section we complete the description of the matroidal graphs G every node 
of which belongs to some edge in some couple. In particular it is shown that every 
node of such a graph G belongs either only to Cgraphs of the form P3, or only of 
the form 2Kz, or only of the form C.,.. Moreover, a matroidal graph cannot contain 
couples of the form 2& and C4 at the same time. 
By a perfecr marching ml& we mean a graph having 2m nodes, each with degree 
Z. Fig. 4.1 displays the perfect matching 3Kz and its complement %. 
T?wrem 4.1. Ler G be a matroidal graph in which the set M of all nodes belonging 
io edges in couples of rhe form 2& is lt~t empty,’ ?%en J4 induces a perfect,mutchirq 
in G, and the nodes of G ncb in M partition into a clique C whose t&es ure adj~~ 
to all nodes of M and a no& packing N whose nodes are adjacent to so node of M. 
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?‘rM. Let (AR) and (CD) form a couple of the form 2K2 in G, and let X be a 
fifth node. Then X is adjacent either to all of A, B, C, D or to none of them. 
Indeed, if X is adjacent o -4. then (XA ) cannot form a couple with (CD), so that X 
is adjacent to C and D (Fig. 4.2). Repetition of this argument shows that X is also 
adjacent o B. From this observation it follows that the binary relation “equals to or 
forms a couple of the form 2& with” between the edges of G is transitive, hence an 
equivalence relation. By definition, each equivalence class induces in C a perfect 
matching and from our assumptioir there is at least one equivalence class E of two 
or more edges, Let M’ be the set of nodes of the edges in 13. By the above 
observation the nodes of G not in !M’ partition into a set C of nodes adjacent o all 
the nodes of M’ and a set N of nodes adjacent to no node of M’. Any two nodes X. 
I’ of N are not adjacent, otherwise the edge (XY) would be in E. Any two nodes 
X, Y of C are adjacent, otherwise, if (AB) and (C,D) are two edges of E, (XA) 
would form a couple with botb (YC) and (I’D). Thus N is a node packing and C is 
a clique. It follows that the nodes of M’ belong only tc the couples formed from the 
pairs of edges of E, and that C U N induces a graph whose only couples (if any) are 
sf the form P,. Therefore M’= M and the theorem is proved. 
Fig. 4.2. 
Corollary 4.2. Under rke cotlditiws of Theorem 4.1, G has no c&q&s of the fonrt 
C,, C contains aN the internal Ppodes of G and N contains .all tclie xternal nodes of G. 
Prd, We have seen that thiere are no couples of the form C, in G. Let B, and Bz 
be any two internal nodes of G. Since the edg: (B,&) does not belong to E, at least 
one, and hence, by Lemma 3.Z7 both of R: and B, are in C. Let 11, and A, be any 
two external nodes in the same ccli of G. If A, is in C, then bj Lemma 3.2 so is Az, 
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and since C is a clique, At is adjacent to Al, 
(and AL) is in IV. 
contradicting Lemma 3.6. Thus A1 
By taking the complement of G we immediately obtain from Theorem 4.1 and 
Curoliary 4.2 the following analogous results. 
Tbecsrem 4.3. tit G be a .Nnrroidal graph in which the set M of ai1 nodes belonging 
to edges in couples of the fbrrn C4 is not empty. Then M induces a complement af a 
perfect matching in G, anal the nodes of G not in .M partition iraro a clique C whose 
twdes are a&vacent to all nodes of M and a node packing N whose nodes are adjacent 
to no node of M. 
Corollary 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.3, G has no couples of the form 
2Kr; Ccontains all the in&ma1 nodes and N conrairts all the external nodes of G. 
The results obtained so far describe completely the structure of the matroidal 
graphs G all of whose nodes belong to couples: the nodes of G partition into M 
and S, where IM induces a perfect matching or a complement of a perfect matching 
and S induces a celI graph. The nodes of M are adjacent to all the jntsrnal nodes 
and to none of the external nodes of S. Conversely, it is easy to see that any graph 
whose nodes partition in that way is matroidal and all its nodes belong to couples. 
We call such a graph a strict matroidal graph.. 
5. Thresholds nodes 
We now hnve to consider the nodes of G that do not belong to any couple, nodes 
that we call rhreuhold nodes. It is convenient ~to treat these nodes with the aid of a 
binary relation on the nodes of an arbitrary graph, defined as follows. 
Mnitioa 5.1. Let X and I’ be modes in an arbitrary graph G. We write X 2 Y 
relatiue to G when every node adjacen:; to Y in G is either X itself or is adjacent o 
X in G. Zf X cz Y holds brat 1’ 2 X does not, we write X > Y. If both relations hold 
we write X -- Y and say that X and 9’ are elqrciualent. If neither relation holds, X 
and Y are izcomglarable, and if some relaticbti holds, they are comparuble. In the 
same way, if K and L are sets of nodes of G, K zz L means that X z Y for every 
X E L, Y E M and similarly for K 2. L. 
It is easy to see that the relation & between nodes, and hence between sets, is 
transitive. If nades X and Y are incomparable, then X# Y and there are nodes 2, 
U such that Z is adjacent to X but nlst to Y, and U is adjacent to Y but not to X. 
In other words, (Xx) and (YU) form a couple in G. Thmrem 1.3 therefoke says 
that G is a threshold graph if and only ii all its nodes are comparable-by. 2, i.e. k 
is a total linear order. By definition, the threshold nodes of any graph G are the 
es comparable with every node {,f G. 
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If G is matroidal, then irs non-threshold nodes partition into sets M, 
I’, E’, . . .) Ik, E ‘, where M is the set ot nodes that belong to couples of the form 
2K, or C.,, I’ is the set of internal nodes of ceil 1 and E’ is the set of it!; ercterpal 
nodes. These nodes induce in G a strict matroidal graph S, rebtive to which 
IL 3-a l >IN>M>E’>-**>Ek. (5.1) 
The threshold nodes of C induce a threshold graph T, and the!, can, be iabelled 
X ,, . . .,X, so that relative to T 
x, L * * ’ 2 X,. (5.2) 
Moreover, (5.1) and (5.2) remain true relative to C, because they could be violated 
only by a node of T being in a couple of G’. Thus the sets Ivl, I’, E’, . . ., IL, E’, 
1x11, ’ * , {X,) are totally ordered relative to G in a way that is a refinement of both 
(5.1) and (5.2). Conversely, suppose that S is a strict matroidal graph satisfying (5.1) 
and T is a threshold graph disjoint from S and satisfying (5.2). If S and T are 
connected by edges so that relative to fhe resulting graph G the sets 
M, I’, E’, . . ., I’, EC, {X,}, , . .,(X,} are totally ordered in a refinement of (S.1) and 
(S.Z), then G is matroidal and its threshold nodes are precisely the nodes or‘ T. 
Indeed the Xi are comparable with every node of G a& hence do not Wang to 
coupIes of G; the other nodes of G do belong to couples, since S is strict, and 
transizivity is satisfied by assumption. It remains to see how § and T are to be 
linked so as to satisfy the above necessary and sufficient condition. By Theorem 4.1 
and 4.3, if a node of T is adjacent to some node of M, it is adjacent to all nodes of 
M. B!r Lemma 3.2, if a node of T is adjacent to some node of E I, it is adjacent to all 
nodeb of E’ and of I’, and if it is adjacent to some node of I’, it is adjacent to all 
nod;t!c of I’. It therefore follows that a nude of T Lannot be equiyAe;l t io a node of 
S. The rem.aining question is therefore to which sets M, I’, E’. . . I’, Ek a given 
node of T should be adjacent. 
Let us begin to look at this probEem by assuming that S is a single cell, i.e. M == 4) 
and k = 1. 
TBeoltrem 5.2. Let S be a cell with external nodes E and inter& raodes I. Let T be a 
threshold grqh disjoint from S, whose nodes X,, . . ., ,Y, satisfy (5.2) relri:ive to T. If S 
and Tare joined by edges so that the resrcking graph G is matroidal and its threshold 
raodcs are precisely Xl3 . . ., X,, then the foilowing conditions are met: 
(l} There is an index r = 0,. . ., t such that {Ii,+,, . . ., X,} is a node packing. or 
equivalently such @at X,,, is not adjacent to X,+z (provided Y + 2 s t): 
(2) there is an index s = 0, 1, . . ., t satisfying I + - < s s r and X, > X, relurive to 7’. 
where j is the ;vmalfest index other than r such that X, and X, arc’ not udjarent, and I is 
‘There is an except&t in the c~‘se where .K - X, relative ho T but X, r X, relative to 6. In that caw 
we silnll a&pt the convention tbat i C j. 
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the largest it&x such thaiI! Xi and X ,+, are adjacent (if i or j is not defined, then the 
corresponding conditiora oln s is omitted; X0 > Xj is defined to be true); 
(3) ewry node of J is atiijacent o XI,. . .,X0 but not tb XI+,, . . ,,X,; 
(4) every no& of E is adjacent to Xt , . . ., X, but not to X3+,, . . ., X,, 
Conversely, t and s can always be chosen to satisfy (1) and (21, and if S und T are 
joined according to (3) and (43, then the resulting graph C is matroidui and its 
threshold nodes are precisely XI, . . -, X,. 
Proof. Assumn: that G is matroidal and its threshold nodes are X1,. . ., X,. Then 
there are indices 0 s s d r d t such that relative to G we have (omitting braces for 
brevity) 
XI 2 . l l ia X, > I > Xl+, 2 . -. 2 X, > E > X,+, 2 l . l 2 X,. (5.3) 
We shall prove-that r and s satisfy (l)-(4). To prove (3), consider an external node 
A arrd an adjacent internal node B. Since X1,. . ., X, > A, X1,. . ., X, are adjacent o 
B and hence to aif nodes in I. Consider an intemai node B’ non-adjacent o A. 
Since A WC+,, . . ., X,, X,+?, -. -, X, cannot be atijacent o B’ and hence to any node 
uf I. Condjtior: (4) has a similar proof. Assume that (1) fails and ,there is an edge 
connecting two of X,+,, . . .,X. Then by (3) this edge forms a couple with any 
internal edge of S, con::radicting the assumption that XI,, . ,, X are the threshold 
mxies of G. It remains to prove (2). We claim that I > X,. Indeed, otherwise we 
have X, > f, and as :he nodes of I are adjacent to X,, X, is adjacent to ,X,, 
contradicting the definition of j. Similarly one sees that xi > I. Since xi > I > Xi 
and s is the largest index such that X, > I, we have i C s and X, > Xi relative to 7’. 
Co:~~~crsely, assume that r is chosen to satisfy (1). Then s can always be chosen to 
satisfy (2). In other words, X, > X, and i Q t must hold. To see that xi > X,, note 
that if i# I then Xi is adjacent o X, and X, is not, and if i = I then X, is adjacent 
foX,*l*fX,,..., X,* ,} is a clique, j must be one of r + 2, , . ., 1 and X, is adjacent o 
X,. : while X, is not. To see that i LE r, note that i a I + 1 would contradict the 
dcffnitwn of i by (1). Thus it is always possible to choose r atid s to sari&y (1) and 
SZ), rjrfwr ;:? different ways. Now assume this was done and S and 7’ w&e joined 
at~ortiag to (3) and (4). The proof will be complete by showinp that (5.3) holds 
relative tu G. First we show that if u c t) then X, zz X@ relative to G, Meed, 
th’at an internal node E is adjacent to Xm. Then by (3) o C r, and as u s V, 
r and again b:u (3) I3 is adjacent o X,. A similar use of (4) results in the same 
conclusion for the external nodes. It remains to show that X, Z-E > X,+, and 
x, B I =’ x,**. 
(i) X ) E. Let 2 be any notie adjacent o some node of E. Then 2 is in I or in 
T. In ihe first case, 2 is adjacent o X, by (3). ‘In thesecond case, say 2 = Xc, 9 c s 
by (4). Assume j is defined. Therefore by (2) X, > X, relative to T, hence 9 < j and 
the definition of j, Z = X, or 2 is adjacent to X,. ‘ff j is undefiaed, then 7:‘. is 
jacent to all other nodes of T, so again 2 is identical with- or adjacent to X,. 
(ii) 1? > X,+r. Let 2 be any node adjacent to X,+1, Since s s I by (2), and by (3) 
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and (4) 2 must be in T, say 2 = &. By its definition i is defined and 4 c i and by 
(2) ’ iS$ Hence 4 8 s, and by (4) Z is adjacent to the nodes of E. 
(iii) X, > I. Let Z be any node adjacent to some node of I. If 2 is in S, then by 
(3), (4) ttnd the fact that s G r, Z is adjacent to X,. If Z is in T, say Z = X, then 
q 6 r by (3). Assume j is defined and let us distinguish the cases s # r and s = r. In 
the first case, since by (2) la(, ) Xi and hence s < j, X, is adjacent to X, by the 
definition of j, and therefore X, is identica% with or adjacent to X,. In the second 
case X, > Xi by (Zj, so that r < j. By the definition of j {X1,. . ., X,} is a clique, and 
in particular X, is identical with or adjacent to X., as 4 c r, s s r. Again, if j is 
undefined, then X, and hence XL is adjaccqt to all other nodes of T, so that & is 
identical with or adjacent to X,. 
(iv) I > Xprl. Let Z be any node adjacent to XI+*. If Z is in, S, then by (4) Z is 
internat, so that Z is adjacent to all other nades of 2. If Z is in T, say Z = X,, then 
since by (2) i Q s 4 s f 1, and by the definition of i, Xs,, and Xf+, are not adjacent. 
This means that either s + 1 = r + 1, in which case 4 G r by (I). or else Xt+, and X,, , 
are distinct non-adjacent nodes, in which case X, > X,,I relative to T, hence again 
q s r. Thus in both cases X, is adjacent o the nodes of 2 by (1:). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Example. Let T be the threshold graph illustrated in Fig. 5.1. R,elative to T one 
has Xx>Xz-- X3> X.,. Table 1 summarizes al1 the possibilities of a matroidai 
graph whose threshold nodes are X,, . . ., XJ and whose other nodes induce a ceh. 
$3 “t “,2 2 
Fig. 5.1. 
Table 1 
4-_* - _- --,. I c .._ -_ ___. _.“. _ __. __ ._ -l-_l_-.l-.-~--- ;. _ 
r i i S b.-der of noder 
_.-. ------UOI----_._,_.L~-~~..- -._ __) _~__)_ _gl_l_ .I_~ -- 
! 1 4 1 x, r 1 z E ;z x2- R b x, 
2 1 3 1 x, > I 5 x, 2- E r XI, r A. 
3 - 2 0 I IX, ,x,--X,-rE ‘X, 
3 - 2’ 1 X,>I > X*- x*>L; ‘ZX, 
4 - 1 0 1 >x, >x,--x,>x, -*Et 
,~_I .__” --- .“. 
To illustrate the resulting matroidai graphs let the cell be a simple PI. 
graphs are then iilustrated by Fig. 5.2. 
examined the case where S is a cell, we now axwme that S is a cell 
tion is &scribed by the foilowing theorem. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let S be a cell graph with cells it. . .? k satisfying 
IL > . ..>I’>E’>...>Ek (5.4) 
relative to S. Let T be a threshold graph disjoint from S, whose nodes X1, . . ., X, satisfy 
(5.2) relative to T. If S /and T #are joirdd by edges so that the resultirzg graph G is 
matroidal and its threshold nwtes are precisely X1,. . .I X,, then for each cel”l Z there 
exist indicer rl, So that so tkfy (1 k(4) of Theorem 5 .2 with respect to I’ and E II and 
furthermore 
Sb f - ’ - s sI si r! d - - - < rk. P-5) 
Conversely, rl and SI can always be chosen to satisfy (I)-@) as well us (5.5), and if 
thp connecting edges satisfy (3)-(4) with respect to I’ and E’, then the resu?ting graph 
is matroidai and its threshold no&s are pFecisely X1, . . ., X,. 
Proof. If G is ntatroidal with threshold nodes X., . . .,X,, then the sets 
I’, E’ . . . .* I”, P, (XI}, . . ., {X,) are totally ordered by L relative to G in a common 
refinemen! of (5.4) and (5.2). For each cell I, I’ U E’ ‘J(X,, . . .,X,} induces a 
matroidal graph G whose threshold nodes are XI,. . .,X, and whose other nodes 
induce a eel&. By Theorem 5.2 there are indices rl and sr satisfying (l)-(4) of that 
theorem with respect o d” and El. Using (5.3) applied to rI, s,?, I’, and E’ and also 
(5.4) yce obtain (5.5). 
cbnoersely, suppose tha!: S and T are given as above. Then by Theorem 5.2, for 
each cell I it is possible to choose indices q sr satisfying dl)-$2) & that theorem. 
urthermorc, it is also possible to satisfy (5.5), for example b!y choosing rI = * * * = 
rk, s, = . . . E sk. We ctainl that if the nodes of I’ are joined to XI,. . ., X,[ and the 
sapou q~!qr~ uoysanb aq~ Icq sqdsJfa ~wp!oJlm.u a~130 uogdpasap aqr apnfauoj as 
*%u!~~ed apou B s! ,gn l . •n,c~n(~x‘***‘~+~x} ‘,zJ~. . b n ,a 
p apou due 03 luax~p’pe lou aJe IX ‘- - - ‘~+‘yy aau!s -anbqD e s! 7~ n . . . h i~ 
Wx ‘* -- “JO ‘rJ f-) . . . n I 1 JO sapou aql 01 lua38fpe am ‘Ax 6. - - 41~ ams -1uaxfpe 
iou aJe z+“x pue 1+“x joq1 13&j aq1 lUOJJ SrnOl[Oj I! “1 = y JI l snoyAqo SF luauxalels 
pucms aq1 “1> y JI ‘,I 10 sapou aq, 118 01 lua38~p8 3JIB “x ‘* * ’ “X leg1 pm? 
II ~‘X‘-.“ ,I C ‘X lt?ql SlXJ aql rUOJJ StYM[jOj l! ‘y = ‘S 11 WIOfAqO S! lUaUJa)&ElS jSJy 
aql ‘y > ‘S J! ‘paapu~ *‘aurqsed apou e sj { :>l 1m ** ‘I+ qx} pull: anbg3 e s! s! (qx ‘* - * “x} 
Pt?J U! )eq?l LlI!E[3 aM -taugxd apOU f! S! {“X “ * ’ “+“x} aJOJCPJaqJ, *‘+“,y 0) 
tuamfpe aou s! ‘_y “i> y I! uaqJ, -,anbga e s! (qx ‘* - * “‘x) pue ‘~3 y 3 1s jeql qms 
xapur lsa%Jtq aql a%] y la! ‘f’s UJ3JOaq; JO uoyejou purr 1lnszJ aq1 %ujsn *lOOld 
s!qJ, yooJd Je[yyS amq six y?[aJ ~aq)u aq& ‘14x 01 luam!pe s! 2 teqi OS ‘(s’s) 
rcq ‘1 = u1 lnfl ‘{q& ** * * ‘9) uy = !u ai3qM ‘“X ** * * “X 01 lseal 1e vlax3!pe S! 2 (E) (cg 
‘,bf?*= . n ,I u! aq tsnw 2 (p-s) dq pue qdeJ% ilaa 8 10 uoy!uyap Aq uaql ‘s u! s! 2 
J] ‘Z’S SuaJoa~ A-( t’ 9 x 0) ltmetpe S! 2 JO “x S! z uaq1 ‘d U! S! 2 JI ‘,a 30 sapou aq1 
01 iua3rr~ps apou he aq z ,a7 -a;durexa UE se ,g < ‘Ax ajlel sn pa? +J*x < ,I < ‘sx 
pU8 ‘“‘X < ,g < “X alp: paAoJd aq 01 (E’S) WOJ] suo!lr?;~ hy!emaJ aq& -panoJd 
aq UK) (p’s) Jo SufiilE,laJ aql 118 iIJB]!uI!S ‘,f < z/ SW&J, *(t) Aq zI JO !MpOU aql 01 
wax~pe S! *x put? (S’S) 6q il z b ‘(6 dq ‘4 3 b uq~, -,I JO sapou ayl OJ 1Uaxfp~ s! 
“X lEq1 aSoddns *ON ‘z’s tWJOQq& UtOJJ SAW~[OJ f 3 < r~ ‘(vs) JOJ sv ‘z’s Ul~JOi3~ 
JO ($4 pue &) UOJJ wypaUty S! (z-s) ‘ig pue #I “S ‘ir q1y f3 01 anyqa3 Spioq (E’S) 
jf?ql pup 9 01 aA!JalaJ p[Oq 01 anU!iUO3 (P’S) plN (Z’S) lt?‘Bj 3)BJlSUOIW3p 01 )U+X#IIS 
si l! s!ql moqs OL “X ** - * ” x aJe SapoU ploqsaJq: sl! pue [ep!oJ~wu s! 0 qdeJJ8 
%U!j[nSaJ aq1 Uaql ‘(UKM0aql aql JO (t]-(E) ‘a*!) “X “ * * “X 01 pCNJ!Of 3JE ,a JO SaPOU 
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Conversely, it ispossible tochoose an index sI s h ‘G rl SUCK th.at (X,+l, . . ., Xh} is a 
clique and {Xk+,, . . ., X,, } is a node packing. If the nodes 01 M are then joined to the 
nodes of {X,, . . ., Xt,} U Ii U - * * U I” and to no other nodes, then the resulting graph 
6 is m~roidul wiffh threshold ‘rrodes X1, . . .,X,. 
proof. Conditicap (1) has been proved in Section 4, together with the fact that the 
n&es of S and T partition into a clique whose nodes are adjacent o M, and a node 
packing whose nodes are not. 
If h = 0 then thle nodes of {X,, . . ., X,} U E ’ U - . - U Ek are not adjacent to M, 
hence they form a nfode packing, So = 0 and (2) follows. The case h = t is similarly 
easy, so that we may assume 0 < h < t. Since (5.2) holds relative to G, the nodes of 
M are adjacent to X,, . . ., X,,. It follows that (X,, . . ., Xh} U I’ U - - - U 1” is a clique 
and {X,,+, ,..., x)U E’U**- U E’ is a node packing. Since M id comparable with 
every node of S and T relative to G, it satisfies in particular I’ > M B E’ and 
Xh 3 M > Xir+, relative to G. By transitivity Xh > E’ and I’ > Xh+l, from which 
follows s1 g h d rl. and (2) is proved. 
Conversely, by Corollary 5.4 there is an index sI c h s rl such that 
(X ,,...,x,}ur’u-’ UZk i~acliqueand(X~+I,...,X,}UE’U-*-UEk isanode 
packing. Suppose that M is joined :r, the nodes of {X,, . . ., Xh) U I’ U l 1. U Zk and 
to na other nodes of S U 7’. IO lzrder to prove that the resulting graph G is 
msr.:roidal with threshold nodes XI,. . . , X, it is su_%cient to show that M is 
comparable with every node of S U T relative to G. We shall show that each cell I 
satisfiesI’>M>E’andthat X,,>MforqBh andM>-X, forqahhl. 
(i) I’ > M. Let 2 be any node adjaent to some node of M. If Z is in M or in S, 
then 2 is adjacent o all nodes of I’. If 2 is in 7’, say 2 = X,,, then 4 < h s rl G rf 
and therefore X, is adjacent to all &des of I’. 
(ii) .M 3 E ‘. This has a similar proof. 
(iii) X, > M for q C h. Let 2 :,re any node adjacent o some node of M. If 2 is in 
M, then Z is adjacent o XV If 2: is in S, Z is inte; nal, say Z E Z’, and thus adjacent 
to X, :U 4 ,Q h d rI =S h. If Z is :r; T, say Z = X,,, :hen p s h and X, is adjacent o X, 
becazjise (X,, . . ,, ;yk} is a clique. 
(iv) M > X, for q 2 h + 1. This has a similar proof. 
6. Properties of matmidal graphs; 
The structure of matroidal graphs has been completely described in the previous 
threz sections. Each r’ls!roidal graph can be decomposed into a cell graph S, 
induced by the nodes that belong to Ps’s and described by Theorem 3.13, a perfect 
matching or a complement of a perfect matching M’ induced by the aodes that 
belong to 2&‘s or G’s, and a threshold graph T induced by the threshold nodes. 
The nodes of M are adjacent o all the internal and to none of the external nodes of 
S. The edges joining T to S are described by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, and the edges 
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joining 7’ to M are described by Theorem 5.5. We can now determine k(G) for a 
matroidal graph G, which is the original reason of the interest in Ithese graphs. 
Theorem 5.L P-S (3 lo a matroidai graph and let Et,. . ., Eq be the equivalence 
clclsses of the reIati0~1 R of Dejinirbn 1.6. Then k (G) = max,,,,, 1~~ I, 
hmf. By &&&ion 1.4, k(G) is the smallest number of threshold partial graphs 
of G that cover the edges of G. if there is a collection of less than t = imax,,,,,l~6 1 
partial graphs of G that cover ail the edges of G, then one of these partial graphs H 
.?tust have two edges from the same E,. These edges form a couple in G and hence 
in H, and so H is not a threshold graph. Therefore k(G) a t, and it is enough to 
demonstrate t threshold partial graphs of G that cover ail the edges of G. We 
construct a partial graph H of G as follows. Since G is matrdidal, it decomposes 
into g, M and T as above. Consider each cell of S, and let it be induced by 
A +.rAp, B ,, . . ., BP in this order. !f it is a net, then its p external edges (A,&) 
form one equivalence class, and each of its internal edges (B,&) forms an 
equivalence class by itself. There are p collections of one edge from each of these 
classes, and they are threshold partial graphs of the net covering ail its edges. WC: 
select one of these p threshold partial graphs of the net and enter its edges in H. If 
the cell is a net-complement, hen each pair of external edges :.A.&), (A&), j# k, 
forms one ecluivalence class, and each of the internal edges (B&! forms an 
equivalence c\iass by itself. The collection of the external edges (A,&) with j < k 
and all the internal edges is a threshold partial graph of the net-complement having 
one edge of each of these classes. This collection and the similar one obtained by 
using j > k cover all the edges of the net-complement, We select one of these two 
and enter its edges in H. 
Now consider M, and suppose it is a perfect matching mK2. Then each of its m 
edges forms an equivalence class by itself and is a threshold partial graph of M. 
These m one-edge graphs obviously cover &f, and we select one of them and enter 
its edge in H. Ef M is a complement of a perfect matching %ic induced by 
A 1,. . -, Am, A:, . . ., A A, where 211 edges are present except (AlA Q, . . ., -A,A PI,), 
then each edge (XY) forms an equivalence class with (ZV), where Z(U) is the 
unique node not adjacent to X(Y). The qoilection of the edges (AA I) with j < k 
and all the edges (AAt) is a threshold partia! graph of M having one edge of each 
of these classes. Its complement in M has a similar form. We select one of these two 
and enter its edges in H. 
Each of the remaining edges of G (namely the edges cf T and the edges joining 
S, kf, T and the different cds of S) forms an equivalence cisss by itself. We enter 
ail of them in H. 
me &J constructed m this way has exactly one edge of each equivalence class E, . 
Moreover, H is 2 thteshdd partial graph of G ; in other words no two edges a and b 
of H ,form a couple m H. indeed, if both Q and 6 are in the same ceil of s, or if both 
are in M, then the claim folSows by the: construction. Otherwise u and b do not 
as, U.N. P&d 
form a couple in ,f3, because G contains enough edges o that a and b iiiduce some 
triangle in G, namely the edges of T and.the edges joining S, M, T and the different 
cells of S. But all these edges are in H too, so la and b induce some triangle in H, 
and the claim follows. 
Finally it shouid be clear that by making different selections in the construction of 
H we can produce t threshold partial graphs H that cover al1 t:he edges of 0. 
Example. Consider the matroidal graph_ displayed 
A B 
in Fig. 6.1. 
C D 
Fig. 6.1, 
Here M is induced by {A, B, C, D) and is a complement of a perfect matching, S 
is induced by {E,F,G,H} aarj is a cell (both a net and a net-complement], and T is 
empty. The largest equivalence class E, has two edges. One of the two threshold 
partial graphs used in the proof consists of the edges (AB), (AC), (EF), (FG), 
(AF), (AG), (BF), (BG), (CF), (CC), (DF), (DG). T’he 0the.r one is obtained 
from it by exchanging A with D, E with H and F with G. B,y the methods of 
ChvPta: and Hammer [4] or otherwise we can find for each of these two graphs a 
linear inequality whose O- 1 solutions are precisely the incidence vectors of the 
node packings of that graph. Two such inequalities are given I,y 
This is a minimum system of inequalities separating the incidence vectors of the 
node packings of our matroidal graph from the other incidence vectors. 
We recall the result of Chvstal and Hammer [4) that for each IS > 0 there exists a 
positive integer n and a graph G with n nodes such that k(G) > (1 - c)n. The 
situation for matroidal graphs is quite different from that for genera1 graphs in this 
respect, as the next theorem shows. 
Theorem 6.2. L-et G be a matroidal graph with n nodes. Thm k (G) s 5 n, equality 
gelding if and only if G is a perfect matciting, a square or a net. 
Pmti. The graph G decomposes into T, S and M as above. Let T have t nodes, 
let S have k ceils of arders p l,...,pli andlet M havem nodes.Ifm = k -O&en G 
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is a threshold graph, n = t and k(G) is 1 or 0 according to whether G has or has not 
edges. In that case clearly k(G) c 1 n, equality holding if and only if G is a single 
edge (which is a perfect matching). Now assume that m + k > 0. Let ar = p if cell 1 
of S is a net, Q = 2 if it is a net complement. Also let 6 = f m if M is a perfect 
matching, b = 2 if N is a complement of a perfect matching and b = 0 if M is 
empty.Thenn=r+2(pr+..‘+p~)+m andk(G)=naax(b,a,,...,uI,).Bydefini- 
tion of b, if m # 0 then b/m c 1, equality holding if and only if M is a perfect 
matching or a square. By definition of af, ar/2p, G {, equality holding if and only if 
cell 1 is a net. From this the result of the theorem follows at once. 
We shall now prove that the matroidal graphs are perfect. Recall that a graph G 
is perfect when for every induced subgraph H of G, the size of the largest node 
packing of H is equal to the smallest number of cliques of H that cover the nodes of 
H. Lov& f7] has proved that the complement of a perfect graph is perfect. Chvital 
[3] and others have determined the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the node 
packings in perfect graphs as follows: If A is the clique-node incidence matrix of 
the (maximal) cliques in a graph G, then the convex hull of the incidence vectors of 
the node packings of G is {x 1 AX s 1, x a 0) if and only if G is perfect. Note that 
this system af inequalities is not necessarily a minimum system separating the node 
packings, as the example of threshold graphs could zkow, In order to prove the 
perfectness of matroidal graphs we use results of Hajnal and SurPnyi [SJ and of 
Berge [2], also to be found in [I], that together with the above result of Lovasz 
imply that every triangulated graph is perfect A graph G is said to be triangulated 
if every cycle of G of length at least 4 ha.? a chord, i.e. an edge joining two 
non-consecutive nodes of the cycle. 
Tbewem 6.3. Every matraidal graph is perfect. 
Prod. Let G be matraidal and let M be the subgraph of G induced by the nodes 
that belong to couples of the form 2K2 or C+ A4 is a perfect matching, a 
complement of a perfect matchirlg or empty. If A4 is not empt,y, then by Theorems 
4.1 and 4.3 the set of nodes of G no: 1st 62 partition into a clique whose nodes are 
adjacent to all the nodes of h-f, and a node packing whose nodes are adjacent o no 
node of M. It is then easy to see that if M is :. perfect matching, then G is 
triangulated and hence perfect, and if M is a complement of a perfect matching. 
then the complement of G is triangulated and hence G is perfect. Finally, if M is 
empty, then by Corollary 5.4 the nodes of G partition into ;r, clique arid a node 
packing, so G is again triangulated and hence perfect. 
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